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with atomic level precision for predicting the solvent density near the surface of a protein. A set of proximal radial distribution
functions are defined and calculated for a series of different atom types in proteins using all-atom, explicit solvent molecular
dynamic simulations for three globular proteins. A major improvement in predicting the hydration layer is found when the protein
is held immobile during the simulations. The distribution functions are used to develop a model for predicting the hydration layer
with sub-1-A˚ngstrom resolution without the need for additional simulations. The model and the distribution functions for a given
protein are tested in their ability to reproduce the hydration layer from the simulations for that protein, as well as those for other
proteins and for simulations in which the protein atoms are mobile. Predictions for the density of water in the hydration shells
are then compared with high occupancy sites observed in crystal structures. The accuracy of both tests demonstrates that
the solvation model provides a basis for quantitatively understanding protein solvation and thereby predicting the hydration layer
without additional simulations.INTRODUCTIONThe solvent affects the thermodynamics and kinetics of
numerous biological processes, including protein and
nucleic acid folding, stability (1,2) and dynamics (3), enzy-
mology, including transition state stabilization (4), binding
(5,6), diffusion, electrostatic interactions (7), charge transfer
reactions, ion channel and membrane transporter con-
ductance (8), etc. It is difficult to conceive of a biological
process that is independent of solvation. In addition, the
presence of a hydration layer surrounding proteins influ-
ences many biophysical measurements, including NMR
spectroscopy (9–11), x-ray crystallography (12,13), small
and wide angle x-ray scattering (SWAXS) (14), and neutron
diffraction (15,16). The interpretation of data from all these
applications would benefit by having a rapid and accurate
model to predict the solvent density around biomolecules.
Moreover, the model would provide a fundamental physical
basis for describing solvent-biomolecule interactions.
The hydration model we advance here extends and refines
the strategy of Pettitt and co-workers (17–20) of using
molecular dynamics (MD) simulation data to predict the
hydration shell densities surrounding proteins and DNA.
The hydration layers deduced from the simulations are con-
verted to a set of electron proximal radial distribution func-
tions (pRDFs) for different atoms types (e.g., N, C, and O).
Our goal is to describe the electron density of the hydration
shell to calculate the x-ray scattering intensity, which
will be discussed in a future article. Given the resolution
required, the electrons can be taken to be located, for sim-
plicity, at the nuclear positions. These distribution functionsSubmitted April 19, 2010, and accepted for publication June 15, 2010.
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0006-3495/10/09/1611/9 $2.00describe the solvent electron density at a position located
at a distance r from the closest solute atom which has the
designation of atom type a. Subsequent inversion of this
mapping process generates a predicted hydration shell
density around a protein. This methodology provides the
important possibility of predicting the hydration layer of
any soluble protein without additional MD simulations.
We address an apparently minor deficiency of Pettitt and
co-workers’ approach and find a substantial improvement in
the prediction of the hydration layer. Our MD simulations
maintain the protein atoms immobile, and only the water
molecules are allowed to move, whereas their protein is
mobile. Additionally, their procedure only specifies dif-
ferent pRDFs for a few distinct atom types, specifically,
one each for the O, N and C atoms, while ignoring all solute
hydrogen atoms (17). Nevertheless, they have recognized
the benefit of calculating the pRDFs for additional atom
types (19), and have used many atom types when examining
DNA (21). We include the solute hydrogen atoms and
further categorize the atoms into subclasses (22) depending
on the individual position within each amino acid to
generate a total of ~300 distinct pRDFs (Table S1 in the
Supporting Material). Other improvements in our study
include the use of longer simulations and finer grid spacing
to achieve higher resolution (0.5 vs. 2 A˚). Finally, we dem-
onstrate the transferability of the pRDFs by predicting the
hydration shell density of a protein using pRDFs from simu-
lations for other proteins. This result indicates the existence
of a universal set of pRDFs for describing the hydration
layer around globular proteins. Further tests involve the
comparison of the predicted hydration layers with those
observed in x-ray crystal structures and with simulations
in which all protein atoms move.doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2010.06.027
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All-atom explicit solvent MD simulations have been
performed at the temperature of 4C for ubiquitin (Ub)
(1UBQ (23), 6 ns), hen egg-white lysozyme (HEWL)
(6LYZ (24), 3 ns), and myoglobin (Mb) (1WLA (25),
6 ns), employing NAMD (26) and the CHARMM 27 all-
atom force field (27). The proteins are solvated in a rectan-
gular periodic box containing rigid TIP3P water molecules
(28) and having dimensions 108  91  104 A˚3 for Ub,
126  110  104 A˚3 for lysozyme, and 112  120 
99 A˚3 for Mb. The ample simulation box dimensions are
chosen for future applications (comparisons with SWAXS
experiments) and are truncated at 10 A˚ from the protein’s
surface to speed up the calculations. Counterions are added
to compensate for the charges on the proteins. The solvent
for the Ub simulation consists of seven hydrogen phosphate
ions, seven dihydrogen phosphate ions, 21 sodium ions,
and 33,976 TIP3P water molecules. HEWL is solvated by
a solution with 16 acetate ions, eight sodium ions, and
47,470 TIP3P water molecules. The Mb buffer contains
five hydrogen phosphate ions, five dihydrogen phosphate
ions, and 43,828 TIP3P water molecules.
Energy minimization and equilibration proceeds in sev-
eral stages. The solvent and protein hydrogen atoms are firstA
DC
B
FIGURE 1 Calculating solvent density aroundUb using pRDFs. (A andB) The
protein atoms fixed. An 8 A˚ grid spacing is shown in panels A andC, but 0.5 A˚ is u
these data, the pRDFs are calculated by identifying the nearest solute atom and di
the closest solute atom to four grid elements (denotedwith lines). (E andF) Solven
lated for the fine and coarse atom type definitions. R-values are listed. The color s
blue. (G) Solvent density calculated using the averaged pRDFs obtained fromMba
of cubes is shown but protein atoms within 3 A˚ of the layer are displayed. Thus,
Biophysical Journal 99(5) 1611–1619energy-minimized for 2000 steps. Then, with the heavy
atoms in the protein fixed in place, the temperature of
each system begins at 1200 K, and the systems are cooled
to 4C over a period of 100 ps; the systems are then equili-
brated for 100 ps at 4C. The hydrogen atoms in the protein
are fixed in place, and the systems are equilibrated for
another 100 ps. All protein atoms remain immobile through-
out the course of the subsequent simulation to render
the comparison of the reconstructed density to the density
of MD simulation more meaningful, and an additional simu-
lation of 3 ns of Ub allows motion of all protein atoms.
Electrostatic interactions are computed with particle-mesh
Ewald summations. A 1-fs time step is used, and snapshots
are saved every 1 ps. The simulation uses NVT conditions.
Modeling the density from MD simulations
We evaluate solvent densities in the first few hydration
layers and use these densities to generate a model for
hydrated proteins without the need for running additional
computationally expensive MD simulations. The model is
constructed from the average over the MD simulation of
the solvent’s electron density profile surrounding the
protein. Fig. 1, a and c, illustrates the method of calculating
the pRDFs. The density is evaluated at 1-ps intervals forG
FE
average solvent density aroundUb is obtained fromMD simulations with the
sed in the calculations. Density is defined as protons per A˚3. (C andD) Using
stance to each grid element; for example, the oxygen atom (red, upper left) is
t density calculated by reversing themapping protocol using the pRDF calcu-
cale is asymmetric, and hence, noise tends to make the bulk solution appear
ndHEWLusing the fine atom-type definition.Only one cross-sectional layer
some proteins atoms can be seen above the slab. Note p ¼ electrons.
Modeling Hydration Layers 1613every (0.5 A˚)3 cube situated outside the protein. Each cube
exterior to the protein is assigned to an atom on the protein
surface whose scaled van der Waals surface is closest to the
center of the cube. An important difference between Pettitt’s
work and the work presented here is that here the distance to
the scaled van der Waals surface is used instead of the
distance to the nucleus of the atom. The importance of
this feature can be seen by considering a point that is within
the van der Waals radius of a large atom but resides closer to
outside of the van der Waals radius of a smaller atom. Pet-
titt’s method would predict the cube to contain some solvent
density even though the space is insufficient for housing
a solvent molecule. Thus, the new approach improves the
density reconstruction exterior to the van der Waals radii.
Because all protein atoms remain stationary during the
simulations, the assignment of cubes to protein atoms only
needs specification once at the beginning of the analysis.
Protein atoms are grouped into classes using two different
categorizations of atom types to test the degree of specifica-
tion required for accurate reconstruction of the hydration
layer. One specification collects heavy atoms into groups
according to their element type (e.g., C, N, O, S.), while
hydrogen atoms are grouped together depending on the
atom to which they are bonded (e.g., CH, NH, OH.). The
other,more detailed specification defines the atom groups ac-
cording to both their elemental character and amino-acid
type. This more detailed set assigns each unique atom in
each amino acid type as an atom type (Table S1). The detailed
set provides another source of improvement over Pettitt et al.,
who classify atoms only according to the element. When
cubes are equidistant from atoms of the same type, the densi-
ties of the cubes are averaged according to Eq. 1. Illustrating
this process for the atom type CH yields
gCHðrÞ ¼ 1
N
XN
i¼ 1
ri; (1)
where ri is the density of cube Ci, the summation is per-
formed over all cubes that are assigned to H atoms of type
CH, the cubes lie at a distance between r  Dr and r þ
Dr from the protein’s H atom, and N is the number of cubes
in the summation. This procedure provides gCH(r), the prox-
imal radial distribution function (pRDF), which can only be
obtained by discretizing the simulation box into cubes.Reconstructing the density directly
The reconstruction of the hydration shell density without
additional MD simulations begins with the protein in the
absence of water. The protein and surroundings are parti-
tioned into a grid of cubes as in the mean-field approach
of the previous subsection. Let r designate the distance
between the center of cube i and the closest scaled van
der Waals surface, say of atom type a. Each cube i outside
of the protein is assigned the density ga(r) from the pRDFfor the given protein atom type a, the separation r, and the
atom type closest to the cube’s center. The scale factor
used for the van der Waals radius (0.53) is optimized by
minimizing the sum of the R factors of the three proteins.
Densities in cavities are set to zero. Assigning the densities
for ubiquitin takes ~20–50 CPU seconds. Thus, by deter-
mining the pRDFs for a single protein or an average for
several proteins, the pRDFs can be used to evaluate the
solvent electron density for other proteins without the
need for additional MD simulations. We call this process
of predicting the hydration layer surrounding the protein
‘‘HyPred’’.
The first test of the method involves reconstructing the
hydration shell density of each protein using the pRDFs
determined for that protein. Then, the hydration shell of
each protein is evaluated with the average of the pRDFs
of the other two proteins. When insufficient data are avail-
able for constructing the atom type pRDFs, the missing
data are replaced by portions of the pRDFs for the less
specific classification by the elements.
Crystallographic water molecules are predicted from both
the MD simulations and HyPred reconstructions at positions
where the solvent density in a (0.5 A˚)3 cube is above a
threshold, except when another cube with a higher density
lies within 2.8 A˚ (the diameter of a water molecule).RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Simulations and radial distribution functions
We begin by performing all-atom MD simulations using
explicit (TIP3P) solvent (29) for ubiquitin (Ub, 1UBQ (23)),
hen eggwhite lysozyme (HEWL, 6LYZ (24)), andmyoglobin
(Mb, 1WLA (25)) and by allowing only the solventmolecules
to move (Fig. 1 A). The solvent electron density is calculated
for individual frames taken every 1 ps and is averaged over
3000–6000 frames. The local solvent density varies, but
generally the simulations display a thin depletion layer just
outside the protein (blue in Fig. 2 B). The first hydration layer
(red) is found ~1–2 A˚ from the protein’s surface and is
followed by a region of reduced solvent density (blue).
For comparison, we also calculate the hydration layer
when the protein atoms are allowed to move during the
simulations (Fig. 2 A). Protein motions, particularly those
of surface side chains, can be substantial (e.g., root-mean-
squared displacements of 3 A˚). Rather than increasing the
accuracy of the reconstruction of the hydration layer from
a theoretical model, such movement, in fact, artifactually
reduces the time-averaged solvent density near the protein
as compared to the stationary protein case. For example, a
cube might be accessible to water molecules in one snap-
shot, but could become blocked to solvent in another snap-
shot due to a side-chain motion. This inaccessibility reduces
the average solvent density assigned to the cube, but the
decrease is due solely to the physical presence of the sideBiophysical Journal 99(5) 1611–1619
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FIGURE 2 Protein motions affect calculated solvent density. (A) Average
solvent density obtained from MD simulations where the protein atoms are
allowed to move and (B) the resulting reconstruction. (C and D) Recon-
structions for two different protein conformations calculated using pRDFs
obtained from the dynamic protein. Note p ¼ electrons.
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FIGURE 3 Specificity and transferability of pRDFs. (A) Comparison
between coarser and finer definitions of atom types. (B) Comparison among
pRDFs calculated from Ub, Mb, and HEWL. The similarity of the pRDFs
for the three proteins indicates that the existence of a universal set of pRDFs
is applicable to a wide variety of proteins.
1614 Virtanen et al.chain and not to an actual repulsion arising from proximity
to nearby hydrophobic groups. Hence, permitting protein
motions in the MD simulations leads to a gross overestimate
of the size and magnitude of the depletion layer at the
surface of the protein and thereby impedes the accurate
calculation of the reconstructions (Fig. 2). However, when
the protein atoms are immobile, a significant but thinner
solvent depletion layer remains around the entire protein,
and a greater number of regions of high solvent density
are observed than when the protein is allowed to move.
The peaks of maximum density in the pRDFs for hydro-
gens attached to the charged/polar atoms, oxygen and
nitrogen, exceed those for hydrogens attached to the more
hydrophobic carbon atoms (Fig. 1 D). Similarly, the peak
for the oxygen pRDFs is higher than that for carbon. The
pRDF for hydrogen atoms bonded to oxygen has the highest
peak in the hydrogen category, followed by the pRDF for,
hydrogen atoms bonded to nitrogen atoms, and then by the
pRDF for oxygen atoms. The pRDF for oxygen exhibits a
small peak at 1.8 A˚ followed by a larger peak at 2.7 A˚. The
first peak is due to solvent hydrogen atoms, while the second
is due to solvent oxygen atoms. The largest peak for the
oxygen pRDFs lies further than the first peaks of the pRDFs
for hydrogen attached to either oxygen or nitrogen becauseBiophysical Journal 99(5) 1611–1619oxygen has a larger radius than hydrogen and because solute
oxygen atoms generally have an intervening hydrogen atom.
Protein atoms are grouped using both coarse and fine
definitions to test the degree of specification required to accu-
rately reconstruct the hydration layer. The coarser specifica-
tion groups heavy atoms by element (C, N, O, and S), with
hydrogen atoms grouped according to their bonded heavy
atom (CH,NH,OH, and SH).Amore refined definition distin-
guishes between every atom type for each amino acid sepa-
rately (~300 types, see Table S1). The utility of the finer
definition is evidenced by the fact that pRDFs for O in the
coarser definition differ from that for the Od of aspartic acid
(Fig. 3 A). The difference in accuracy of the hydration layer
reconstruction using the two definitions is quantified below.
The pRDFs calculated from MD simulations for the three
proteins are very similar (Fig. 3 B). This identity suggests
Modeling Hydration Layers 1615that pRDFs evaluated for one protein can be used to predict
the solvent density around other proteins. This possibility is
tested in the next section where the pRDFs determined from
one protein are used to predict the hydration shell density
simulated for another protein.
Reconstructing the hydration shell: HyPred
This HyPred reconstruction method using the coarser defini-
tion of atom types displays fewer features than exhibited
using the more refined definition of atom types, and gener-
ally the excursions from the average density are reduced
(Figs. 1 and 4). The use of the finer definition of pRDFs
produces a very similar solvation pattern as the explicit
solvent simulations for each of the three proteins. Consid-
ering Ub, for example, a region of very high density (red in
Fig. 1 B) is present near the hydrogen atoms bonded to the
nitrogen atom of the Arg54 side chain in both the reconstruc-
tion and the MD simulation. Just beyond that high-density
region is a regime of very low density that also appears inA
B
FIGURE 4 HyPred reconstructions. Solvent density around (A) Mb and
(B) HEWL. For each protein, the solvation layer is obtained from either
MD simulations or the pRDF derived from the simulations for that protein
and for the average of the other two proteins to test for transferability (lower
right in panels A and B).both the reconstruction and the MD simulation. Generally,
very high-density regions tend to be adjacent to regions
with very low density.
Although most features are well reconstructed, some
discrepancies exist. Four high-density regions near Glu24
(green) are present in the MD simulations, but three of these
become smeared into a single high-density region in the
reconstruction. Another high-density region near Gln40
(magenta) appears in both the reconstruction and the MD
simulation, although the region is much denser in the simula-
tion, and its accompanying depletion layer has much lower
density. Two of the three high-density regions between
Ala46 (orange) and His68 (blue) are well resolved in the re-
construction. The high density near Ala is associated with
the amide hydrogen of the backbone nitrogen, demonstrating
the importance of performing the reconstruction at the level
of individual atoms types. All Ub reconstructions overesti-
mate the density of the depletion layer, separating the first
and second hydration layers between Ala46 and Arg54.
Excellent agreement also is obtained for Mb and HEWL
using the finer atom type definition for the pRDFs (Fig. 4).
Both the reconstructed and simulated hydration layers for
Mb contain a region of very high density followed by a
region of very low density near the hydrogen atoms bonded
to the nitrogen atoms of Arg31 (red). Regions of high density
similarly appear near the hydrogen atoms bonded to
nitrogen atoms of Lys96 (green), near the hydroxyl hydrogen
of Thr95 (blue), and near Glu148 (magenta) in both the
reconstruction and the MD simulation.
For HEWL, a region of high density near Lys1 (red) is
present in both the reconstruction and MD simulation. An-
other high-density region near the carbonyl oxygen of
Phe34 (green) is evident in the reconstruction and MD simu-
lation, while two high-density regions followed by low-
density regions near Lys13 (blue) are found in both.
Numerous high-density regions between Lys13 and Val120
appear in the MD simulations but the regions become
smeared-out in the reconstruction.
As further demonstration of the importance of calculating
the reconstruction using data from MD simulations in
which the protein atoms remain stationary, we compare this
immobile protein reconstruction to one constructed from
simulations in which all the atoms are mobile (Fig. 2). The
time-average solvent density surrounding Ub is much more
depleted near the protein when Ub is permitted to move
during the simulations (Fig. 2, A and B). Two protein snap-
shots (Fig. 2, C andD) highlight the extent of protein motion
and the accompanying change in solvation.Transferability
The technique presented in this article would be of limited
predictive value if it could not enable accurate prediction
of the hydration of proteins from the pRDFs determined
for other proteins. To check for transferability, the pRDFsBiophysical Journal 99(5) 1611–1619
1616 Virtanen et al.obtained from Ub are used to reconstruct the hydration
shells around Mb and HEWL. The reconstructions are quite
similar to those obtained using their own pRDFs (Fig. 3).
To quantify this agreement between the reconstruction
and the MD simulations and any differences resulting
from changes in the protocol, three metrics are used
(Table 1). The first is the real-space R factor (30),
R ¼
PN
i
ro;i  ri

PN
i
ro;i þ ri
;
where ro,i is the average solvent density in cube i as calcu-
lated from the MD simulation, ri is the reconstructed density
for that cube, and the summation runs over cubes that lie
within 8 A˚ of the protein. The second error measure is the
RMSD between the two densities (30),
RMSD ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
N
PN
i

ro;i  ri
2q
PN
i ro;i
:
The RMSD weighs more heavily the presence of regions
with large disparity between the reconstruction and the
MD simulation than the real-space R factor. Because the R
factor and RMSD strongly depend upon the extent of the
bulk solution that is included in the calculation, we intro-
duce a new measure that is not as strongly dependent
upon the amount of bulk solvent in the reconstruction,
provided that the simulation is long enough that bulk solvent
density fluctuations, i.e., ‘‘noise,’’ is low. This third measure
R* is defined as
R ¼
PN
i
ro;i  ri

PN
i
ro;i þ ri  2rS
;
where rs is the bulk solvent density. Bulk solvent should not
affect R* significantly because far from the protein, both ro,i
and ri should equal rs, and the contribution of the bulk
solvent to the numerator and denominator should each
vanish.
All three metrics confirm that the reconstructions for each
of the proteins using the average of the pRDFs of the other
two proteins agree well with the reconstruction using the
proteins own pRDFs (Table 1). When the pRDFs derived
from the MD simulations of HEWL and Mb are averaged
together and used to predict the hydration shell of Ub, the
reconstruction is only marginally worse than the originalTABLE 1 Accuracy of the density reconstruction at 0.5 A˚ grid spac
Protein pRDF* R RMSD
Ub Ub 0.13 (0.14) 0.93 (0.98) 0.4
Mb Mb 0.16 (0.17) 1.13 (1.17) 0.4
HEWL HEWL 0.17 (0.18) 1.10 (1.15) 0.5
Values in parentheses are for the coarser definition of atom types (C, N, O, S, C
*Column indicates the protein(s) whose pRDF is used in reconstruction.
Biophysical Journal 99(5) 1611–1619obtained using Ub’s own pRDFs (R ¼ 0.14 vs. 0.13). These
results demonstrate the transferability of the pRDFs to
predict the hydration shell of other proteins.Other factors influencing accuracy
We investigate which other features of our model produce
improvements over the methodology of Pettitt and co-
workers other than the use of a fixed protein conformation
in the MD simulations. These new features include both a
finer grid spacing (0.5 vs. 2 A˚) and atom type definitions
(3 vs. ~300þ), and our separation distance is defined
between the cube center and the scaled van der Waals
surface rather than to the atom nucleus. The finer grid
spacing permits a higher resolution reconstruction. How-
ever, the higher resolution has multiple features that degrade
the performance as defined by the numerical measures. The
0.5 A˚ spacing is smaller than the peak widths of the pRDFs.
This variation becomes averaged out when using 2 A˚ cubes,
and the predicted map is inferior (Fig. S1). In contrast, the
averaging across the 64-fold larger cubes reduces the degree
of statistical noise. As a result of the smoothing and the
increased statistical accuracy, the R factor and RMSD for
Mb decreases from 0.16/0.042 and 1.13/0.22, respec-
tively. The use of larger cubes impacts more on the
RMSD because this metric is more sensitive to larger
discrepancies. The improved R factor and RMSD of the
coarse-grained reconstruction do not imply that the recon-
struction is better at a lower resolution; instead, predicting
the hydration layer at lower resolution is an easier task.
The improvement in the reconstruction using the finer
atom type definition is evident in all three metrics (Table 1).
Although the coarser model yields worse results, the data
from this model contain reduced noise and thus can be
used when insufficient data are available for constructing
the pRDF of a specific atom type within some distance range
when an unnatural amino acid is present, when an amino
acid contains modifications, or for systems other than
proteins.
When the separation r in the pRDFs is defined by fol-
lowing the method of Pettitt and co-workers as the distance
to the nearest nucleus rather than to the nearest van der
Waals surface, the R factor of the reconstruction slightly
increases from 0.13 to 0.15 for Ub, 0.16 to 0.18 for Mb,
and 0.17 to 0.18 for HEWL. Additional sources of errors
may arise from ignoring influences from atoms other thaning
R* pRDF* R RMSD R*
3 (0.46) Mb, HEWL 0.14 0.99 0.46
9 (0.52) Ub, HEWL 0.17 1.18 0.51
1 (0.54) Ub, Mb 0.18 1.17 0.53
H, NH, OH, and SH).
Modeling Hydration Layers 1617the closest atom and their orientations (e.g., a hydrogen
bond has a favored orientation that imparts angular and
distance correlations to the local density dependence),
from being on a convex versus a concave surface, from
the secondary structure of the nearby atoms, and from
nearby hydrogen-bond donor/acceptors being internally
satisfied versus not being internally satisfied. Despite
ignoring all of these details, the HyPred method faithfully
reproduces the MD simulations.Comparison to bound waters in crystal structures
Some attempts at predicting the locations of bound waters
have employed information from x-ray crystal structures
where highly ordered solvent sites within or near proteins
can be identified (31–33). Others have attempted to predict
crystallographic waters directly from MD simulations
(34,35) and from predictions of hydration shell densities
(36). However, only a small number of highly ordered
solvent sites can be determined for each protein, and incon-
sistencies sometimes arise between the sites assigned for
different crystal structures of the same protein (37).
Here we test HyPred’s ability to predict the positions of
high occupancy water molecules in experimental crystal
structures. This comparison assumes that crystallographic
waters are located at regions of high solvent density in the
simulations. A multitude of factors argue against a one-to-
one correspondence (16,17), including constraints imposed
by crystallographic contacts; differences in temperature
and buffer conditions between the simulation and the crystal
structures; some assigned crystallographic waters might
instead be ions or other solvent molecules; series termination
errors may produce ripples that are misidentified as waters;
and excess water molecules may be used to over-fit crystal-
lographic data. For example, low temperatures can increase
the occupancy in the crystal structures, while the solvent
density near charged amino acids is altered by the presence
of solvated ions. A study of 10 T4 lysozyme crystal structures
finds that 62% of the 20most frequently occupied water sites
are conserved (37). Thus, it is unlikely that any comparison
with crystal structures and MD simulations would predict
>60% of crystallographic water molecules unless the MD
simulation is performed under conditions identical to the
experiment. Additionally, a comparison is inherently limited
by the accuracy of the underlyingMD simulations, which are
susceptible to systematic errors due to inaccuracies in the
TIP3P water model and the force field.
Nevertheless, we compare water molecules observed in
crystallographic structures to regions of high solvent density
in both the MD simulations and the HyPred reconstructions.
Water molecules are predicted at positions where the solvent
density in a (0.5 A˚)3 cube is above a threshold level except
when another cube with a higher density lies within 2.8 A˚
(the diameter of a water molecule). Two tests are performed
to assess the accuracy.The first test involves calculating the percentage of the
correctly predicted crystallographic water molecules as
a function of the total number of predicted water molecules.
The number of predicted molecules is varied by adjusting
the density threshold. For Ub, Mb, and HEWL, the MD
simulations are able to predict between one-quarter and
one-half of the crystallographic water molecules, depending
on the protein (Fig. 5 A). The HyPred results are slightly
worse, but still much better than the control where water
molecules are randomly placed within 3 A˚ of the protein’s
surface. The accuracy, defined as (true positives)/(total pre-
dicted), generally is higher when a higher threshold is used
and fewer positions are predicted (Fig. 5 B).
In a second test, we calculate the fraction of crystallo-
graphic water molecules with a predicted water molecule
within a cutoff distance (Fig. S2). The density threshold is
adjusted for each protein, so that the same number of water
molecules is predicted as observed in its crystallographic
structure. When this procedure is performed using the
solvent density from the Ub MD simulation, 17 of the 58
waters identified in the crystal structure have a predicted
water molecule lying within 1 A˚. When the same procedure
is performed on the HyPred reconstructed density, 10 of the
crystallographic waters have a predicted high occupancy
site within 1 A˚. Of the 74 crystallographic water molecules
in Mb, the MD simulations and HyPred reconstruction cor-
rectly predict 18 and 10 molecules within 1 A˚, respectively.
Of the 101 crystallographic water molecules in HEWL, the
MD simulation and HyPred reconstruction correctly pre-
dicts 13 and 7 molecules within 1 A˚, respectively. For the
three proteins, none of the crystallographic waters are
nearby the appropriate number of randomly placed water
molecules.
Despite the aforementioned caveats concerning the
ability of MD simulations to reproduce crystallographic
water molecules, these two tests provide experimental
support of the validity and utility of the HyPred reconstruc-
tion method.CONCLUSIONS
We present a significantly improved model for rapidly
calculating the solvent density around a protein. The recon-
structions assume that the interactions between the water
and protein are well represented by pRDFs for the closest
protein atom obtained from MD simulations in which only
the water is allowed to move. Radial distributions are found
to be independent of protein, thereby enabling the prediction
of hydration layers for new proteins without the need for
additional MD simulations. A future article will further
demonstrate the accuracy of HyPred reconstructions by
comparing predicted SWAXS intensities with experiment.
Our use of residue-dependent atom types improves the
accuracy of the reconstruction of the hydration layer from
the radial distribution functions by implicitly including theBiophysical Journal 99(5) 1611–1619
A B
FIGURE 5 Predicted water molecules around
proteins. (A) Using calculations for MD, HyPred,
and randomly placed waters within 3 A˚ of the
protein surface, the percentage of crystallographic
water molecules with a predicted water molecule
within 1 A˚ is calculated as function of the number
of predicted water molecules as the density
threshold is progressively decreased (bounded at
r < 0.5 electrons/A˚3). There are 58, 74, and 101
water molecules in the Ub, Mb, and HEWL crystal
structures, respectively (vertical black lines).(B)
Accuracy, defined as the ratio of the number of
crystallographic water molecules correctly pre-
dicted relative to the total number predicted, as a
function of the total number of predicted water
molecules.
1618 Virtanen et al.influence of nearby side-chain atoms. Improvements might
accrue by explicitly incorporating the influence of the
second nearest neighbor and other factors, including the
local curvature of the protein’s van der Waals surface, for
hydrogen-bond acceptors or donors; the angle formed
between the vector connecting the cube and the protein
atom with the vector connecting the atom and the atom to
which it is bonded; and using multibody correlation func-
tions. Using the TIP4P or TIP5P water model in the MD
simulations might improve agreement with experiment,
but that would require the use of a force field optimized
for these water models. Future applications include predict-
ing the hydration layer surrounding RNA, DNA, and biolog-
ical membranes. It might be possible to use a similar method
as presented here to predict residence times of water mole-
cules, and the preferred orientations of water molecules
around proteins. Additional possibilities involve estimating
the free energy of solvation of proteins, with some modifica-
tions to a method used by Lazaridis and Paulaitis (39).
Eisenberg and McLachlan have calculated solvation free
energies based on accessible surface areas (40). The contri-
bution of each atom type to the free energy of solvationBiophysical Journal 99(5) 1611–1619could be estimated and compared to solvation parameters
of Eisenberg and McLachlan (40).
Awebsite for performing HyPred calculations can be found
at http://godzilla.uchicago.edu/cgi-bin/jouko/HyPred.cgi.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
Two figures and one table are available at http://www.biophysj.org/
biophysj/supplemental/S0006-3495(10)00739-3.
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